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Think about hundreds of hands raised, fastened the thoughts of a student, backgrounded by equipment of different uses, modernistic computers and electronic devices; about thousands of wrists clenched by smart watches, connected to the fast wireless internet, obtained by several rooms with minimal, fundamental designs. Think about a class whose rooms are quite suitable for every field of theirs. Think about it.

If it is apt for biological research, right for technological operation, fit for solving quadratic equations and graphing mathematical parabolas and applicable for all the aspects of learning, think of it as an advantage. Gaining students of multiple intelligences having a goal of success and development.

It will be a higher ground for learners when a more enhanced and class-A advancement in their curriculums and atmosphere would be given to them. Offering a variety of skills and academical trainings.

Additional innovations in laboratories. Chemistry. Not just a branch of science concerning chemicals and substances, but also connection and attraction between the students and learning itself. These new beakers, thermometers, vanes and syringes can help students be closer to their professions and careers.

All these can be possible through the contribution and initiative of the government, implementation of the schools and intelligent criticism of the community for the betterment of the society by affirming the mission of the Department of Education and having the quality we envision.